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Strategies to keep your landscape 

beautiful and practical 



How does your garden work for you? 

 



Functional 

garden-  spaces 

between plants 

Right plant - right place 

 

Negative space 

 



Small Patio/Deck  

or gathering area 



Pathways 

don’t exist or 

poorly built 

  



Utilities and 

other eyesores 



Fences/privacy 



Too many ornaments and stuff 



Space - not 

enough stuff 



Space- too 

much stuff 



No place for pets or kids  



No trees- too 

many trees 

Too much sun- 

shade 



Help, it 

just 

doesn’t 

work 



Questions to 

ask: 

1. Who uses the yard? 

2. What do you want 

to do in the yard? 

3. What do you need 

to do it? 

4. Do you have room 

to do it? 

 Form=organization=functional 



Site 

analysis 





Form- Square   



Form- Circle 



Form- Natural  



Form- Angles 





One large or 

several small  

seating areas 
 

Small open areas 
define planted areas 
and organize space 

Another deck photo 



Structures to 

define space  
 Provide edges and mass 

to frame plant material 

Gives garden a finished 
look 

Need photo of trellis here 



Garden walls, 

hard pathways 
 
Separate beds with pathways or 
short walls to provide a neat look 
 



Overhead 

structures to 

provide shade 
 

 

Arbors and pergolas where trees 
are a maintenance problem 
 
Or where trees cannot be located- 
close to buildings or utility lines 
 



Large garden 

ornaments 
 Functional ornaments- supports 
for plants or homes for wildlife 

Fire pit here 



Create privacy 

with plants or 

structures 
 



Hide 

unattractive 

and problem 

areas 
 

Hide dog runs and work 
areas 



Use outdoor 

furniture for 

color and texture 

 Set the theme for the 
landscape 

Eliminate need for 
colorful annuals  

 



Variety of 

surfaces 
 

Cover bare areas with 
large rocks, stone or 
concrete pathways 



Large 

evergreen 

plants 

Shade, block views 

and wind 



Plants with a 

naturally pleasing 

form and colorful 

foliage 



Use a small 

plant palette 

with variety of 

characteristics 
 

Fit the plant 

to the space 
 






